For discrete surveillance, detection, and classification of threats over distance in real time, **M2SV** provides an extremely effective, efficient, and modular solution.

- Dual Monitors - Operated from Drivers Position or Operator in Rear Seat
- Modular Attachment for Varying Sensor Types
- Dodge Ram 2500 Diesel
- Perimeter Security Alarms
- Operator cab low-light illumination for security and improved display viewing
- 28-Foot Mast
VEHICLE FEATURES

- Modular Mast Interface
- Maritime Surveillance Radar
- Quiet Operation
- EO/IR Mid to Long Range detection
- Upgradeable and Backward Compatible Remote Interoperability
- Comms Links
- 4X4 Vehicle
- Cradle to Grave Customization and Support - Design, Integration, Training, Logistics & Sustainment